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ABSTRACT 
Field studies were conducted on two bridges during the 
summer of 1981, the Church Road Bridge on US309 near Fort Washington, 
Pennsylvania and the Quinnipiac River Bridge on Interstate 91 in New 
Haven, Connecticut. Both bridges are suspended span type bridges 
incorporating hanger (or pin) plates as main load carrying members. 
These hanger plates were the primary focus of this investigation. 
·studies showed that the strain rates for the hanger plates 
and the main longitudinal girders of the suspended spans are com-
parable to the "intermediate" strain rate class predicted for most 
bridge structures. 
Hanger plates on both bridges were subjected to combined 
axial and bending stresses and therefore not pinned as assumed in 
design. Bending is due to the rotation at the end of the girder. 
Restraint,caused by bond between the hanger plate, pin, and girder 
web assembly,is due to corrosion and deterioration. In one bridge 
the presence of thrust plates connected to the bottom flanges of the 
girders alter the rotational geometry of the hinge assembly and sub-
quent bending stresses in the hanger plates. 
Stress range histograms of the main longitudinal girders and 
the hanger plates for both bridges showed tpe equivalent constant 
amplitude stress ranges were below 1.0 ksi. · The maximum stress range 
on the bottom flanges of the girders did not exceed 3.0 ksi. The 
maximum stress range for the hanger plates did not exceed 4.0 ksi. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Objective and Scope 
This investigation is being carried out as part of studies 
on strength and behavior of bridges. Field studies were conducted 
on two bridges during the summer of 1981. Both bridges are 
suspended span type that incorporate hanger (or pin) plates as 
main load carrying members. It is these hanger plates that are the 
primary focus of this investigation. The importance of their 
structural behavior and integrity is obvious in this non-redundant 
load carrying system. In addition, other components of the 
bridges, such as the main longitudinal girders and diaphragms, will 
be discussed when warranted. 
The tasks of this investigation are fourfold. First, 
strain rates in the bridge components--that is, hanger plates, 
girders, and diaphragms will be determined to provide an indication 
of ·the order of magnitude of the loading rate for these members. 
Second, the stress distribution across the width of the hanger 
plates will be analyzed to determine the nature of these stresses. 
Third, stress range histograms will be compiled for the bridge 
components to determine their susceptibility to fatigue damage. 
Finally, a fatigue analysis of the main longitudinal girders·and a 
fracture and fatigue analysis of the hanger plates will be conducted. 
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1.2 Description of Bridges 
The first field study performed was on the Church Road 
Bridge which carries U.S. 309 over U.S. 73 (Church Road) near Fort 
Washington, Pennsylvania about 20 miles north of Philadelphia. 
This study was conducted from May 18 to May 23. It included 
instrumentation of the bridge and around the clock monitoring of 
truck traffic. The bridge itself, shown in Figs. 1 and 2, is a 
three-span bridge with a 100' suspended span and two anchor spans 
of 95 1 each. The superstructure is two separate, adjacent 
structures which carry the northbound and southbound lanes. Only 
the southbound lanes were instrumented. A fixed hinge condition 
is created at the north end of the suspended spans by the use of 
3/8" thrust plates. These thrust plates connect the bottom flanges 
of the anchor spans and suspended spans and prevent the suspended 
spans from swinging freely back and forth. The main longitudinal 
girders are riveted plate girders fabricated from high strength 
structural steel. These girders have vertical web stiffeners at 
3'-6" spacings along the entire length of the bridge. The 
approach to the bridge from the north is relatively straight with 
a slight downgrade until past the bridge where the grade reverses. 
The second field study performed was on the Quinnipiac 
River Bridge. This bridge carries Interstate 91 over the Quinnipiac 
River in New Haven, Connecticut. The study was conducted from 
July 13 to July 16. It also included instrumentation of the bridge 
and around the clock monitoring of truck traffic which was 
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considerably heavier than on the Church Road Bridge. The bridge, 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5,·consist of 4 spans - a simple appro;:~.ch span 
at the west end of the bridge, a 165' suspended span, and two 
anchor spans of 139'-6" and 138'-11". The superstr11;cture is like-
wise two separate, adjacent structures which carry the northbound 
and southbound lanes. Only the northbound lanes were instrumented. 
Hanger plates are located on the west end of the bridge only. 
Fixed hinges are located on the east end. The main longitudinal 
girders of the anchor spans are 11'-3" deep at the haunc~ and taper 
to 9' at the suspended span and 5'-2" at the supports. The sus-
pended span is 9' deep all along. The main longitudinal girders 
are welded plate girders. Longitudinal stiffeners placed top and 
bottom at 1/5 the girder depth run along the entire length. Lateral 
bracing is provided at 10' intervals. This bridge was the subject 
of a previous investigation(!) when a fracture was discovered in 
the facia girder flange and web. Later a crack was found in the 
longitudinal stiffener which had penetrated into the web. Both of 
these cracks were retrofitted. Material surrounding the fracture 
was cut out and a bolted splice plate was installed. For the crack 
in stiffener which had penetrated into the web, holes were drilled 
top and bottom at the crack tips to arrest the crack growth. The 
approach to the bridge from the west has a sharp downgrade for about 
1/2 mile and begins to level out after crossing the bridge. 
A summary of the cross-sectional dimensions for the Church 
Road Bridge and the Quinnipiac River Bridge is given in Table 1. 
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1.3 Bridge Instrumentation 
The Church Road Bridge was instrumented with 48 strain 
gages in all. Thirty-seven gages were placed on the hanger plates, 
9 on the girders, and 2 on the diaphragms. However, not all of the 
48 gages were monitored during the course of the field study. Gages 
that were redundant, or recorded no or very little strain were dis-
connected to reduce the amount of data recorded. After 22 hours of 
monitoring only 18 gages were in use. The locations of the gages 
that will be mentioned in this investigation are shown in Fig. 3. 
A total of 31 strain gages were placed on the Quinnipiac 
River Bridge. Sixteen gages were placed on the hanger plates, 8 on 
the facia girder near the bolted splice plate, and 7 on the same 
girder near the crack in the longitudinal stiffener. The gages 
on the girder were located at these positions to determine if the 
magnitude of stress had increased since retrofitting. Only 16 gages 
were placed on the hanger plates because of accessibility, that is, 
only the first 3 girders inward could be reached by the under-
bridge inspection truck. As in the Church Road Bridge field study, 
not all strain gages were monitored during the entire study. Before 
beginning actual data recording, 23 gages were disconnected for the 
same reasons discussed above. The locations of the gages which 
will be discussed are shown in Fig. 6. 
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2. FIELD DATA ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS 
2.1 Method and Equipment Used 
Strain gages were placed on both bridges to measure live 
load strains at certain locations. The gages were 1/4" long 
electrical resistance foil gages which were applied to a ground and 
polished metal surface with an adhesive. The gages were then covered 
with protective weatherproof tape to eliminate moisture. Cables 
were attached to these gages at one end and connected to the 
exterior terminal posts of the FHWA Instrumentation Van at the other. 
The terminal posts were in turn connected inside the van to the 
following equipment: an amplifier, an analog-to-digital signal 
converter, and two output recording devices, namely a magnetic 
tape recorder and any one of 3 ultra-violet oscillograph paper 
trace recorders. A schematic of the system is shown. in Fig. 7. 
The amplifier was used to enhance the low voltage strain 
gage signal received. The analog-to-digital converter was needed 
to transfdrm the continuous output analog signal into a digital 
mode which could then be recorded on 9-track magnetic tape in 
binary form via the magnetic tape recorder. This recorder was 
subject to occasional tape failures and so some data was lost 
during recordings. The ultra-violet oscillograph paper traces, 
called analog strain traces, were recorded using one, two, or all of 
the recorder units, depending on the number of gages monitored. 
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A Nicole recorder was used during the test trucks runs on 
both bridges. Therefore, only a limited amount of information is 
available on these foppy disks. 
To prevent drifting of readings due to temperature changes, 
reference readings were readjusted to zero periodically. The method 
and equipment used ~P record the strain gage respoi:>.se to live load 
truck traffic was the same for both field studies. 
2.2 Data Reduction 
Once the field study was concluded, data recorded by the 
methods mentioned above had to be reduced to a manageable form to 
obtain the required information sought. Strain rates, stress.range 
histograms, and stress distributions on selected bridge components 
constitute the required in~ormation. This information is also 
necessary for a fracture and fatigue analysis of the hanger plates 
and main longitudinal girders. 
Stress range histograms require knowledge of the total 
number of cycles that occur in the corresponding stress range 
increments. This data was more easily obtained from the 9-track 
magnetic tapes rather than the analog strain traces which were too 
numerous and would have to be done by hand. Three computer programs 
were developed to obtain the stress range histograms. These are 
presented in the Appendix for documentation. 
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The reliability of the magnetic tape digital readings is 
shown in Fig. 8. Here actual strain values plotted by hand are com-
pared to the analog strain trace for the same truck crossing. The 
similarity between the two confirms the reliability of the readings. 
The first computer program EXCURS determines when the 
magnetic tape recorder was turned on and off and how many times. 
This was done as each truck (or trucks) approached and left the 
bridge superstructure. The second program CALIB obtains the cali-
bration constants for each strain gage. These calibration constants 
were put on the tape when a new tape was inserted in the recorder. 
The numerical number of the calibration constant was equivalent to 
volts N <100 ~in/in). Therefore, the digital voltage readings on the 
tape could be converted directly to strains and likewise stresses 
(cr = E E). These calibration constants are used in the third program 
STRRDG to obtain the actual strain readings. This program counts the 
number of cycles that occur within a predetermined strain range 
increment. Also, the record numbers on the tape where the 20 most 
maximum strain range values occur is printed out. The peak-to-peak 
half-cycle descending counting technique is used. An example of the 
counting technique for one truck crossing is shown in Fig. 9. With 
this information, stress range histograms could be made. 
Strain rates for the selected bridge component were deter-
mined from the analog strain traces. These recordings provided the 
easiest and most accurate results. To determine which truck 
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crossing to select out of the hundreds recorded, use was made of 
the location of the 20 most maximum strain range values outputed 
from program STRRDG as mentioned above. 
The results of the data reduction to obtain the stress 
range histograms and strain rates for the selected bridge components 
of each bridge will be discussed in the next chapter. 
2.3 Traffic Studies 
· A total of 62-1/2 hours of monitoring was performed on the 
Church Road Bridge and 43 hours on the Quinnipiac River Bridge. The 
volume of truck traffic on Interstate 91 over the Quinnipiac River 
Bridge was far greater than the volume of traffic on U.S. 309 over 
Church Road. Therefore, no attempt was made to classify or count 
the trucks as they crossed this bridge. However, trucks were 
classified and counted on the Church Road Bridge. Trucks crossing 
the bridge were classified according to the FHWA Vehicle Classifi-
cation Chart shown in Fig. 10. This was done using an observer 
stationed on the bridge who would inform those monitoring the 
recorders when to turn them on and off and what type of truck 
(or trucks) had crossed. The cumulative results are presented in 
Table 2. The percentage of trucks in each of the classes compares 
very well with traffic studies conducted on other arteries in 
Pennsylvania. (2) Therefore, the sample of data collected can be 
considered typical of the overall truck traffic. In all, approxi-
mately 1186 trucks in 1036 truck crossings crossed the Church Road 
Bridge in 62-1/2 hours. 
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Because of the large volume of truck traffic over the 
Quinnipiac River Bridge, recordings were made only for 4D, 3S2, 
3S3 types of trucks. Trucks smaller than these usually yielded 
relatively small strain readings and were neglected. The large 
volume of traffic was considered representative of the normal truck 
traffic. A sample taken from the analog strain·traces showed that 
902 trucks in 575 truck crossings crossed the bridge in 11-2/3 hours. 
In addition to normal random truck traffic, a test truck 
of known type and weight was allowed to cross the bridge while 
normal traffic was restricted to the passing lanes. This provided 
a direct relation between a known live load and the strain response. 
Both crawl and fast runs were made across the bridge. On the 
Quinnipiac River Bridge, the shoulder and 1ane 1 were used. On 
the Church Road Bridge, both lane 1 and 2 were used. 
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3. RESULTS OF FIELD STUDIES 
3.1 Strain Rates in Bridge Components 
Bridge components can fail by excessive yielding, fracture, 
or fatigue. Therefore, knowledge of these failure modes is 
essential for safe design. The toughness of a material to resist 
fracture is influenced by the strain rate, temperature, and thick-
ness of .the material -- all three of which must be known. For a 
given temperature the material toughness Kic is inversely propor-
tional to the strain rate E, or loading rate k. This relationship 
is shown in Fig. 11 where data from Charpy V-notch specimens of A36 
(3) • -5 
steel were plotted. At slow strain rates (E = 10 in/in/sec) 
the macroscopic fracture mode is predominately ductile tearing, 
whereas for high strain rates (E = 10 in/in/sec), cleavage and 
brittle fracture occur. Intermediate strain rates (E = 10-3 in/in/ 
sec) at temperatures above -20° F. usually exhibit a ductile failure 
mode when fracture occurs. 
Typical strain rates for the bottom flanges of the main 
longitudinal girders of the suspended spans on the Church Road 
Bridge are shown in Fig. 12. All gages are located approximately at 
mid-span. The analog strain traces were recorded by a 4D truck 
crossing which consistently produced the largest strain readings 
due to its short wheel base. The maximum strain rate recorded was 
132 ~ in/in/sec. Likewise, typical strain rates for the bottom 
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flange of the facia girder on the Quinnipiac River Bridge are shown 
in Fig. 13. The gage locations are next to the repaired fracture 
and crack cross-sections. The maximum strain rate was 37 ~ in/in/ 
sec. The smaller value for the Quinnipiac River Bridge is because 
it has a longer suspended span. 
The bottom flange of a diaphragm was instrumented on the 
Church Road Bridge. The gage was located at midspan. The strain 
rate for the 2S2 truck crossing did not exceed 55 ~ in/in/sec. as 
shown i~ Fig. 14. 
Analog strain traces for the hanger plates on the Church 
Road Bridge are shown in Fig. 15 for a 4D truck crossing. The gages 
selected show that the hanger plates are subjected to strain 
reversals as the vehicle crosses the bridge. The maximum strain 
rates were found to occur .when the wheels crossed over the hanger 
plates. These strain rates were not as high as could be expected 
because of the interaction of the hanger plate and girder, which 
will be discussed in Section 3.2. Also, there were no abrupt 
changes in pavement elevation between the anchor span and suspended 
spans. The maximum strain rate recorded was 211 ~ in/in/sec. A 3D 
test truck also crossed the bridge with a 2" x 10" plank placed over 
the hanger plates to simulate a bump. The strain rates recorded 
were less than those just mentioned. Analog strain traces for the 
hanger plates on the Quinnipiac River Bridge are shown in Fig. 
16. Again the hanger plates are subjected to strain reversals, 
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and the same comments apply. The maximum strain rate recorded was 
161 ~ in/in/sec. 
The strain rates for the girders and diaphragm compare 
favorably with previous investigations. (4) 
3.2 Stress Distribution Across Hanger Plates 
As mentioned previously, hanger plates are subjected to 
strain reversals indicated by the analog strain traces. The maximum 
strains .recorded at different points on the hanger plates were 
found to occur at the same time, that is, when the truck wheels were 
on the beginning of the suspended span. These strain readings were 
converted to stresses using a = E .E. The resulting stress distri-
bution across the width of the hanger plates on the Church Road 
Bridge is shown in Fig. 17. Similarly, the stress distributions 
for the Quinnipiac River Bridge are shown in Fig. 18. These figures 
confirm that in addition to axial stresses, bending stresses are 
present. Therefore, idealized pinned conditions for the hanger 
plates do not exist. 
The cause of bending of the hanger plates can be explained 
by examining an entire analog strain trace for a gage on the hanger 
plate. Because there is restraint between the hanger plate and 
girder web, a comparison between the hanger plate response and the 
rotation at the end of the anchor span is made. This comparison 
is shown in Fig. 19. Here analog strain traces for a test truck run 
at crawl speed across each bridge is compared to the static 
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influence line for the rotation at the end of the anchor span with 
the suspended span connected by an elastic spring to simulate the 
restraint between the spans. The small erratic response at about 
9 seconds on the Quinnipiac River Bridge is due to the passing of a 
stray truck at normal speed. The comparison indicates a direct 
correlation. Furthermore, the non-linear response as the test 
truck travels across the suspended span indicates that there is 
restraint at both the top and bottom of the hanger plate. This 
restraint is provided by the bond that exists between the girder 
web, pin, and hanger plate assembly. It was discovered during both 
field studies that corrosion between mating surfaces and foreign 
material that had fallen in the hinge assembly eliminated the 
idealized pin connected condition at the hanger plates. A photo-
graph showing the appearance of a hanger plate and girders is shown 
in Fig. 20. 
The overall stress distributions shown in Figs. 17 and 18, 
broken down into axial and bending stress distributions, are sum-
marized for each bridge in Figs. 21 and 22. All stress values are 
at the edges of the hanger plates and positive indicates tension. 
In all hanger plates where bending occurs, the direction of curva-
ture is identical with the rotation at the end of the corresponding 
girder. In addition, the summation of the axial stresses in all 
hanger plates at the north end on the Church Road Bridge (neglecting 
G6W) multiplied by the cross-sectional area yields a value of 65.5 
kips. This value compares well to the support reaction of a loaded 
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4D truck, which weighs from 60 kips to 75 kips, as it crosses onto 
the suspended span. Because there is more available data on the 
Church Road Bridge this bridge will be the focus of further 
discussion. 
To quantitatively describe the cause of bending of the 
hanger plates it was necessary to determine the actual rotations at 
the ends of the girders. To do this, a 2D analysis of the Church 
Road Bridge anchor spans was performed. The cross-sectional proper-
ties an~ geometry of the model are shown in Fig. 23. The load 
placed on the end of the cantilever was determined by adding the 
axial stresses (from Fig. 21) for both hanger plates attached to 
the girder multiplied by the cross-sectional area. This value is 
indicated as "P" in the figure. To determine the actual stiffness 
properties of the girders it was decided to treat the girders and 
concrete deck as a composite section even though it is in a 
negative moment region. This was based on the fact that composite 
action did occur in the simply supported suspended spans of both 
bridges as shown in Fig. 24. The results of the analysis are shown 
in Fig. 23. By not treating the girders as composite sections, the 
rotations were 2.3 times as large. 
Two cases were considered regarding the geometry of the 
hinge assembly as the ends of the girders rotated. The first case, 
shown in Fig. 25, did not include the presence of the thrust plates 
that are connected to the bottom flanges of the anchor spans and 
suspended spans. Therefore, as the cross-sections at the ends of 
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the girders rotated about the neutral axis a horizontal displace-
ment ~ was induced, assuming the suspended span was not free to move 
horizontally. This horizontal displacement ~ is equal to the 
vertical distance from the neutral axis to the top pin ~p multiplied 
by the rotation 9 (in radians) for smallangles. The distance ~p 
was calculated to be 11" for girders G2, G3, G4 and GS and 6" for 
girders Gl and G6. By applying these horizontal and rotational 
displacements to the hanger plates at the pin level, the internal 
bending moments Mi at the gage level were calculated. The results 
are tabulated in Table 3. As shown, the computed moments are 
much higher than those from measurements. The second case, shown 
in Fig. 26, includes the presence of the thrust plates. As the 
cross-sections rotated about the neutral axis, the suspended spans 
were pulled in toward the anchor spans by the thrust plates. The 
relative lateral displacement ~ between the top and bottom pins is 
equal to the vertical distance from the top pin to the.bottom flange 
·' ~f· multiplied by the rotation 9. In this case, the displacement 
is in the opposite direction of Case 1. Also, the distance ~f is a 
known constant length of 37-3/4" for all girders and does not depend 
upon the· location of the neutral axis. The results for this case 
are tabulated in Table 4. As shown, the order of magnitude is 
within reason, however, the direction of bending moment is reversed 
from the measured bending moment. This is due to the larger moment 
caused by the displacement ~ which creates a point of inflection 
above the gage level. 
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The results indicate that the presence of the thrust plates 
act to reduce the internal bending moment in the hanger plates. 
Even though the calculated bending moments are reversed from the 
measured, agreement is still quite good. This is because the 
relative horizontal displacement at the bottom pin would only 
have to decrease by .005" to bring the calculated values close to 
the measured values. This is entirely possible because horizontal 
restraint is provided at the south end of the girder by the hanger 
plates. Also, the thrust plates may have some "loose play" during 
the end rotation of the anchor span. To determine whether or not 
this occurs, a more thorough instrumentation of the bridge is 
necessary. Dial gages placed between the bottom flanges of the 
anchor and suspended spans at the north end of the bridge and 
further instrumentation of the hanger plates would provide the 
information needed to confirm this condition. 
3.3 Stress Range Histograms 
For an evaluation of the fatigue strength of the bridge 
components it is necessary to acquire the stress range histograms. 
From the histograms, equivalent constant amplitude stress ranges 
based on Miner's Rule or the Root-Mean-Square method can be 
calculated. The equivalent constant amplitude stress ranges and 
the corresponding number of cycles may then be used with the 
appropriate S-N curves to establish the fatigue resistance of the 
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component at the strain gage location. Stress range increments of 
0.24 ksi (8 ~ in/in) were selected for compiling the histograms. 
A typical stress range histogram for the bottom flange of 
a suspended span girder on the Church Road Bridge is shown in Fig. 
27. The girder G3 is located directly beneath the middle of lane 1 
and the cross-section is about 7' north of midspan. The maximum 
stress range measured was 3.0 ksi. The majority of the stress 
ranges were below 0.5 ksi. A stress range histogram for the bottom 
flange of the suspended span facia girder on the Quinnipiac River 
Bridge is shown in Fig. 28. The cross~section is about 19' west 
of midspan next to the crack in the longitudinal stiffener. The 
maximum stress range measured was 1.8 ksi. 
In addition, a histogram for the bottom longitudinal 
stiffener 8" from the crack is shown in Fig. 29. This location 
was shown to be the area where rapid crack propagation occurs 
once the crack penetrated the web and reached a critical flaw 
size. (l) The maximum stress range measured was 1.8 ksi. 
The stress range values are predictably low compared to 
design values. This is because the length of the suspended span 
on the Church Road Bridge is relatively short and never carried 
the full design truck loading. Likewise, the facia girder on the 
Quinnipiac River Bridge does not carry nearly the same loads as the 
interior girders under normal truck traffic. In light of this, 
the stress range values are reasonable and consistent with measured 
stress ranges in other investigations. (5) 
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A stress range histogram is shown in Fig. 30 for a hanger 
plate on the Church Road Bridge. The hanger plate selected is 
located on the girder directly below the wheel loads for lane 1. 
The maximum stress range measured was 3.0 ksi. Similarly, a stress 
range histogram is shown in Fig. 31 for a hanger plate on the 
Quinnipiac River Bridge. The hanger plate is located on the facia 
girder. The maximum stress range measured was 3.5 ksi. 
The fatigue resistance of the main longitudinal girders 
and of ~he hanger plates will be discussed in the following chapter. 
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4. FATIGUE AND FRACTURE INVESTIGATION 
4.1 Fatigue Resistance of Main Longitudinal Girders 
With the available stress range histograms for the main 
longitudinal girders and the appropriate AASHTO stress category 
classification of the detail, the fatigue life may be estimated 
using the design S - N curves. These curves, shown in Fig. 32, 
r 
have been developed from the results of numerous studies of 
various details. ( 6) 
The main longitudinal girders in the Church Road Bridge 
are riveted plate girders. The stress category associated with 
this type of riveted detail is AASHTO Category D. This categoryhas 
a fatigue strength of 8 ksi for over 2 million cycles forcconstant 
amplitude stress cycles. The S M" , equivalent stress range 
r 1ner s 
of 0.69 ksi for the detail is well below this limit, and the 
maximum stress range of 3.0 ksi was also below this limit. 
Therefore, no fatigue failure is expected. 
The main longitudinal girders on the Quinnipiac River 
Bridge are welded plate girders. The flange-to-web welds and the 
welds along the longitudinal stiffeners are both represented by 
AASHTO strength Category B. The fatigue strength of Category B 
details for over two million cycles is 16 ksi, which is well above 
the maximum stress range of 1.8 ksi at the bottom flange and at the 
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longitudinal stiffener. Hence, no fatigue problem is expected to 
occur at these welds. 
However, the facia girder of the Quinnipiac River Bridge 
did develop a fractured section and a crack at a longirudinal 
( ) 
stiffener at another location. 1 The cause of the fracture and the 
crack was attributed to very crude partial penetration welds in 
the longitudinal stiffener. These poor welds were, in effect, 
large initial cracks which propagated under live loads on the 
bridge. 
4.2 Fatigue and Fracture Resistance of·Hariget Plates 
The fatigue strength of the hanger plates is not defined. 
To determine this, a linear elastic fracture mechanics approach can 
be applied with some success. 
4.2.1 Stress Distribution at Pin Hole 
The most likely location for a fatigue crack to occur in the 
hanger plates is at the point of highest tensile stress. The 
location of this point depends on the nature of the restraint at the 
ends of the hanger plates. Observations showed that for the Church 
Road Bridge the hanger plates were separated from the girder webs 
by a gap, therefore, restraint was provided by the pin sleeves 
(or casings) inserted through the pin hole which developed shearing 
stresses on the inside diameter of the hole. On the Quinnipiac River 
Bridge, observation showed that the entire surface area around the 
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pin hole was in contact with the girder web providing the restraint 
through contact shearing stresses~. The magnitude and stress distri-
bution at the pin hole can be determined using the finite-element 
method to acquire the stress concentration factors for both cases. 
However, an approximate solution can be obtained by assuming the 
effect of these shearing stresses is not significant. In this 
cas·e the stress concentration at the pin hole is similar to that of 
a plate of finite width with a hole and is a function of the 
geometry only. For the Church Road Bridge the maximum tensile 
stress at the hole is 2.13 crA where crA is the axial stress distri-
bution at the gage level, whereas for the Quinnipiac River Bridge 
. . 2 25 (lO) ~t ~s • . crA. These values are 7% and 50% higher respectively 
than the computed average uniform tensile stress cr based on area p 
alone. In light of this, a uniform tensile stress distribution 
across the width of the hanger plate at the pin hole will be 
assumed on the Church Road Bridge for purposes of analysis. Hanger 
plate G4W is selected for further study. 
4.2.2 Determination of Critical Flow Size 
The type of crack selected which is likely to occur at the 
pin hole is an edge crack. This crack was modeled as a crack in a 
finite width plate under uniform tension. A model of the crack 
and its geometry is shown in Fig. 33. The stress intensity factor 
for the crack is given as(7) 
(1) 
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where k(a) is the stress concentration factor expressed as 
k(a) = 2w na tan-
Tia 2w 
r· 751 + 2.02 ll/w + 0. 37 
'TTa 
cos 2w . 
(2) 
To determine the critical crack size a , the stress intensity factor cr· _ 
is equated to the fracture toughness of the material Kic and solved 
for a 
cr 
The fracture toughness of a material is an intrinsic property 
influenced by such factors as strain rate, temperature, and thickness 
of material as discussed previously in Section 3.1. To determine 
Kic, Fracture Toughness or Chiupy V-Notch (CVN) tests must be 
performed. This has not been done in this investigation. In light 
of this, a CVN value of 15 ft-lbs @ 40° F will be used as a minimum 
AASHTO toughness requirement met by bridge steels since 1973. (B) 
From this, a dynamic fracture toughness value KID may be found by 
applying 
KID = ~ 5E CVN 1 (3) 
This gives a value for KID of 47 ksi/:i:n@ 40° F. Because of the 
strain rate effects, a temperature shift T is applied to the dynamic 
s 
KID value to acquire a slow-bend Kic value. This temperature shift 
is equal to 
(4) 
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0 
which gives a value of 160 F for A36 steel. However, for inter-
mediate strain rates only 3/4 Ts is applied. This yields a Kic value 
of 47 ksilin. @ -80° F. 
The maximum stress that occurs in the hanger plate under 
dead and live loads will determine the critical crack size necessary 
to cause brittle fracture of the material. This maximum stress 
aA is equal to the dead load stress plus the percentage of 
,max. 
recorded live load stress that produces the axial stress distribution. 
For gage-17 on hanger plate G4W chosen for this study, only 1/5 of 
the total stress recorded at the gage location is axial stress as 
shown in Fig. 21. The maximum stress recorded (which is taken as 
equal to the maximum stress range) was 3.0 ksi. Calculation of the 
dead load for suspended span girder G4 gives an estimated 3.6 ksi 
per hanger plate. This yi~lds a maximum stress in the hanger plate 
of 4.2 ksi. Therefore, the maximum uniform tensile stress at the 
pin hole a is 8.4 ksi. p, max 
The determination of the critical crack size a is made by 
cr 
substituting K = K = 47 ksili:n. and a = a = 8.4 ksi into I Ic p,max 
Eq. (1) and solving for a 
cr 
The results yield a critical crack 
size of 1.25 inches. Therefore, an edge crack in a finite width 
plate under uniform tension that exceeds this value will cause the 
hanger plate to fracture. 
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4.2~3 Evaluation of Fatigue·Life 
The fatigue crack growth rate determined from numerous 
tests on various steels(9) has the form 
(5) 
where 
A, n = constants for type of steel 
lUCI = change in stress intensity factor 
N = number of cycles 
a = crack size 
-10 For ferrite-pearlite steels A = 3.6 x 10 and n = 3.0. The change 
in the stress intensity factor is equal to the change in the stress 
at the crack tip and is given by Eq. (1) where cr is replaced by 
6cr • Integration of Eq. (5) from an initial crack size a to the p 0 
final crack size af' which is equal to the critical crack size a , 
cr 
yields the total number of cycles necessary to propagate a crack to 
a length whence brittle fracture occurs. The total number of cycles 
and the corresponding time it takes to occur will give the fatigue 
life of the hanger plate. 
The change in stress at the pin hole 6cr is related to the p 
recorded change in axial stress 6crA. As discussed in Section 4.2.2, 
the axial stress crA is a percentage of the total stress recorded, 
hence, the change in axial stress 6crA is the same percentage of the 
total change in stress recorded. The total change in stress, called 
the stress range S , is depicted in the form of stress histograms 
r 
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presented in Section 3.3. An equivalent constant amplitude stress 
range, either Sr RMS or S M' 1 , is calculated for the stress r 1ner s 
histogram. For gage 17 on hanger plate G4W, S M.i. ·. 1 : is equal r ner s 
to 0.84 ksi as shown in Fig. 30. Applying a 1/5 percentage yields 
0.17 ksi. Because this value is extremely small as the result of 
the stresses recorded during the Church Road Bridge field study, 
the entire stress range 0.84 ksi will be used. Therefore, the 
change in stress at the pin holeA() is equal to 1.68 ksi. p 
With A, n, ~cr , a , and a = 0.30 in. as an assumed p cr o 
initial crack size, integration of Eq. (5) will give the total 
number of.cycles to cause fracture. However, direct integration 
is difficult, if not impossible, and numerical methods must be 
used. In this case, Eq. (5) may be approximated as 
or expressed in its more convenient form 
where 
7Ta 
tan 2w 
avg x 
[
0. 752 +2.02 •a~g/:a+ 0.37 (lC sin n:;vg )] 
avg 
2w cos 
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(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
Table 5 shows the results of the numerical solution. As 
shown, the number of cycles necessary to grow a crack to reach 
fracture is 64.6 x 106 cycles. By assuming the number of cycles 
per truck crossing for this hanger plate G4W and the number of 
truck crossings per hour remain constant during the occurence of all 
the cycles, a fatigue life of 104 years is calculated. This is well 
above the useful bridge life for this structure. Hence, no fatigue 
problems can be expected to occur in hanger plate G4W on the 
Church R~ad Bridge. Evaluation of the remaining hanger plates on 
both the Church Road and Quinnipiac River bridges will follow the 
same procedure. No attempt will be made in this investigation to 
assess t4eir fatigue lives. However, from this one investigation it 
may be tentatively concluded that the fatigue strength of the 
hanger plates is adequate. 
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5. SUMMARY AND·CONCLUSIONS 
The results of the field studies carried out as part of this 
investigation confirmed that the behavior of certain bridge com-
ponents as they respond to actual truck loads are different from 
their intended design. In the case of suspended span bridges, 
which were the focus of this investigation, the following conclusions 
are drawn. 
1. The strain rates in the hanger plates of both 
the Church Road and Quinnipiac River Bridges 
did not exceed 300 ~ in/in/sec. Strain rates for 
the bottom flange of the main longitudinal girders 
of both bridg~s and a diaphragm on the Church 
Road Bridge were lower, and did not exceed 
200 ~ in/in/sec. These strain rates are 
classified as "intermediate" (E = 10-3 in/in/sec) 
strain rates or loading rates. 
2. The hanger plates on both bridges are subjected to 
combined axial and bending stresses. · Thus, a 
pinned condition at the ends of the hanger 
do not exist. The bending stress in the hanger 
plates is caused by the rotation of the end of the 
anchor span which is maximum when a truck crosses 
over the hanger plates. The bending is due to the 
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adhesion or bond between the mating surfaces 
of the hanger plate, girder, and pin assembly. 
3. Thrust plates attached to the bottom flanges of 
the girders of the anchor and suspended spans on 
the Church Road Bridge influence the internal 
bending moment in the hanger plates. This is due 
to the change in the end displacements of the 
hanger plates caused by the rotational geometry. 
These thrust plates act to decrease the internal 
bending moment. 
4. Composite action exists in the main longitudinal 
girders of the simply supported suspended spans on 
both bridges. The girders on both bridges were 
designed as non-composite. 
5. Stress range histograms for the bottom flanges 
of the main longitudinal girders were compiled. 
The equivalent constant amplitude stress range 
obtained by Miner's Rule S Mi is typically 
r ner 
about 0.55 ksi while that obtained by the 
Root-Mean-Square method Sr RMS is 0.49 ksi. 
The maximum stress range S did not exceed 
r max 
3.0 ksi. Histograms for gages located on the 
hanger plates at approximately midlength were 
also compiled. The S M' stress range is 
r 1.ner 
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about 0.68 ksi. The maximum stress range did not 
exceed 3.5 ksi. The Quinnipiac River Bridge also 
carried about 4 times the truck traffic volume of 
the Church Road Bridge. As a result a larger 
number of stress range cycles were generated. 
6. The exact nature of the stress distribution across 
the width of the hanger plate at the pin level is 
not known~ but can be determined by the finite 
element method. In lieu of this, an approximate 
analysis was made for a hanger plate on the Church 
Road Bridge by assuming an average uniform tensile 
stress across the width at the pin hole. From this, 
the stress intensity factor for an edge crack in a 
finite width plate under uniform tension was used 
as a model to determine a critical flaw size of 
1.25". With an assumed initial flaw size of 
0.30" and a final flaw size of 1.25", the fatigue 
life for hanger plate G4W on the bridge is well 
above the expected bridge life. Based upon the 
level of stress and the initial crack size, it 
is concluded that the fatigue strength of the 
hanger plates for both the Church Road and 
Quinnipiac River Bridges is adequate. 
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Bridge 
·Church 
Road 
Quinnipiac 
River 
* 
TABLE 1 SU}fr~Y OF BRIDGE CHARACTERISTICS 
Type 
non composite, 
riveted plate 
girder 
non composite, 
uelded plate 
girder 
* Dimensions 
Hanger Plates 
II 
width: 10 
length: 38" 
1
, 
thickness: 
5
, 
pin diameter: 
Girders {H.S. steel) 
II 
web: 54" X % 
6'' X 6" X ~a'' flange angles: 
cover plates: 14'' X 'r~' 
Diaphram 
section: W27X94 
Deck 
II 
thickness: 9 concrete 
Hanger Plates 
18
, 
width: 
length: · 72" 
thickness: 
6 11 pin diameter: 
Girders 
II 
web: 
flanges: 
108 X 
" 22 X 
22''x 
long. stiff: 4~"x 
Deck 
, 
thickness: 7%. concrete 
cross-sections are located in suspended span only. 
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TABLE 2 RESULTS OF VEHICLE TRAFFIC STUDY ON CHURCH ROAD BRIDGE 
truck Total Total 
class. Traffic Traffic 
(Fig 10) 
" 
B 4 0.3 
2D 293 24.7 
3D 54 4.6 
4D 56 4.7 
2S-2 215 18.1 
2S-3 20 1.7 
3S-2 502 42.3 
3S-3 42 3.6 
Total 1186 100.0 
Field study Traffic count 
(5/19/81 - 5/22/81 62~ total hours) 
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TABLE 3 COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED BENDING MOMENT IN 
HANGER PLATES WITHOUT THRUST PLATES 
Hanger h. Mill e M.ia Mi Mi * 
in. in-kips rad. in-kips in-kips in-kips 
G1W 
G1E 
G2W 
G2E 
G3W 
G3E 
G4W 
G4E 
GSW 
GSE 
G6W 
G6E 
.0027 
-.0027 
.0069 
-.0069 
.0103 
-.0103 
.0098 
-.0098 
.0024 
-.0024 
.0007 
-.0007 
* M i 
13 .000451 77 
-13 -.000451 
-77 
33 .000623 106 
-33 -.000623 -106 
so .000935 159 
-so -.000935 
-159 
47 .000887 151 
-47 -.000887 -151 
12 .000216 36 
-12 -.000216 
-36 
3 .000113 19 
0 -.000113 
-13 
= measured bending moment 
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90 0 
-90 -8 
139 2 
-139 0 
209 8 
-209 . -6 
198 27 
-198 
-24 
48 33 
-48 
-6 
22 13 
-13 0 
TABLE 4 COMPARISON OF CALCULATED AND MEASURED BENDING MOMENT 
IN HANGER PLATES WITH THRUST PLATES 
Hanger 6 
gage 
level 
Mit. e Mie Mi * Mi 
in. in-kips rad. in-kips in-kips in-kips 
GlW .0170 -83 .000451 77 
-6 0 
G1E -.0170 83 -.000451 -77 6 
-8 
G2W .0235 -114 .000623 106 
-8 2 
G2E -.0235 114 -.000623 -106 8 0 
G3W .0353 -171 .000935 159 
-12 8 
G3E -.0353 171 
-.000935 -159 12 . -6 
G4W .0335 -163 .000887 151 
-12 27 
G4E -.0335 163 
-.000887 -151 12 
-24 
G5W .0082 -40 .000216 36 
-4 33 
G5E -.0082 40 
-.000216 -36 4 
-6 
G6W .0043 -21 .000113 19 
-2 13 
G6E -.0043 0 -.000113 
-13 
-13 0 
* ~ = measured bending moment 
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TABLE 5 DETERMINATION OF FATIGUE LIFE OF HANGER PLATE G4W ON 
CHURCH ROAD BRIDGE 
~op = 1.68 ksi 
ao af 6a 
(in) (in) (in) 
0.3 0.4 0.1 
0.4 0.5 o.1 
0.5 0.6 0.1 
0.6 0.7 0.1 
0.7 o.8 o.1 
o.8 0.9 0.1 
0.9 1.0 0.1 
1.0 1.1 0.1 
1.1 1.2 o.1 
1.2 1.25 0.05 
.6a 
6 N = ------=------3. 6X10- 10 (6 Kr) 3·0 
a = 1 2~" w = 2.5• cr • 
a ~~ .6N ~N avg 
(in) (ksi in) (cycles) (cycles) 
0.35 2.205 25,908,212 25,908,212 
0.45 2.644 15,016,245 40,924,457 
0.55 3.122 9,124,436 50,048,893 
0.65 3.657 5,678,089 55,726,982 
0.75 4.268 3,572,481 59,299,463 
o.85 4.976 2,254,521 61,553,984 
0.95 5.806 1,419,118 62,973,102 
1.05 6.791 886,925 63,860,027 
1.15 7. 973 548,049 64,408,076 
1.225 9.023 189,061 64,597,137 
819 tc 62~ hrs 1 yr 
64,597,137 eye X 3509 eye X 1036 tc X 8760 hrs = 104 yrs 
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Fig. 1 Church Road Bridge 
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Fig. 4 Quinnipiac River Bridge 
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1 
PROGRAM EXCURS 73/73 OPT=2 FTN 4.8+528 
c 
PROGRAH EXCURS IINPUT,OUTPUT,TAP~ 9 TAPE1=INPUT 9 TAPE2=0JTPUT,TAP~3=T 
1APC:I 
INTEGER HDLOISOOI, TOLOISI, TNE~151 
5 ---·· C----··--·--·-·--·· .. 
15 
NRATE=100 
c 
REAOI1,9011 NTAPE, NFILE, N~LEN, NCHAHH 
·------··----READI1,.9011-NREC1,-··HREC2------------ --------
WRIT£12,9501 NTAPE, HFILE, NREC1, NREC2 
c 
WRITE 12,9511 
----NSCNRC=INRLEN•51/NCHANN-------
XSECRC=FLOATINSCNRCI/FLOATIHRATEI 
I'ITOL=XSECRC+.99 
NO WR.OS=NRL EN/15 
-------~::HLF-T=NRLEN-NOWROS•-15-:::--------- -----------lFINCHLFT.NE.OI GO TO 15 
NWROS=2•NOWROS 
20 GO TO 30 
------15--CONTIHUE~77~~~=-~=------------------------------­IFINCHLFT-81 20, 25, 25 
20 ~~R~a=~0NOWROS+1 
25----~~~3g-~~~¥¥~tENOWROS+~:------~------------------------
30 
c K1=0 
---------HSWCH=1~~~-------------NOL0=32000000 
NROLO=O 
00 35 K=1• 5 
-----:-->5--l"-DLLI IKI =0-----------------------------------
C 35 .--------+DO 500 I=NREC1,NREC2 
NRNEW=I 
BUFFER IN 13,11 IHOLOI1),HOLOINWROSJI 
IFIUNITIJII &Dt.4Dt50 
40 40 WRITE12,9521 HKOLo, CTOLOILI,L=1,5J 
1--------~wki~!~~-.~9~5~4~,--------~-------------------­
GD TO 998 50 WRITEI2,9561 NROLO, ITOLOILI,L=1,51 
45 . 
-----WRITEI2t.9551-HRNEII-------· ---------------
50 
55 
&0 
65 
70 
75 
GO TO 9':18 
60 Ei~[I~~RGTHX (J,NW,NUBCJ 
-----~F-(NII.EQ.NWROSI-GO-T0-65~~~~~~---------------­WRITC:I299561 I'IROLO, ITOLOILI,L=1 951 WRITEI2t.9571 NRNEW, Nil, NWROS GO TO 9':18 
-----"-65--CDNT.INUE-·----------· ·- ----·-------· 1'14=1'111RDS•&O·II'IOIIROS•15+NCHLFTI•8 
N5=1N4/&1•6 
IFINUBC.EQ.N51 GO TO 70 
____ .nRIT£.12,9561--NROLO,. ITOLDILJ .. ,L=1,51----·-··-------------
·wRITEI2,9581 HRHEW, HUBC, NS 
GO TO 998 
70 CONTINUE 
----------··--·--~00 90 K=1,5 
L-90 TNEIIIKI=SHIFTIHOLOI11,8•KJ.AN0.377B 
C lF-1NSioiCH.EQ • .OL.GOJ0_150 
-------WRIT£12,9531 NRNEW, ITNEW~~~L~I~,~L~=-1~.~5~1~--- ----~--------
NSWCH=O 
150 CONTINUE 
···--·-··-· _c_ --·--- ···-·----------L1=SHIFTIHOL0(11. 8J.AN0.3778 
rt1=L1116 
N1=rt1•10•Il1·1&•H11 
-··-----·· L2=SHIF.T.IHOLOIU ,1&1.AH0.37.7a. _________ . 
HZ=LZ/16 
N2="Z•10+Il2·1&•H21 
L3=SHIFTIHOLOI11,241.AN0.377B 
----.. -HJ=L3/16- . -- -.-- -· 
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·-------------
60 
85 
90 
95 
00 
o; 
PROGRAM EXCURS 7317 3 OPT=Z 
NJ H3•tO+CLJ-1&•H3J 
L4 SHIFTCHOLOC1J,JZJ,AN0.3778-
Ii4 L.4/1& 
N4 H4•tO+(L4-1&•H4l L.5 SHifT CHOLO!l) ,ItO) eANO,J7TB 
115 L5/1& 
N5 H5•tO+CL5-t&•H5l 
FTN lto5+5Za 
c 
NN W=CCNt•tOO+NZl-tl•3&00•Z4+N3•3&00+N4•60+NS 
---IFCNNEW.LEelNOLO+NTOLI I GO TO 400----------- - -----------------WRIT C: CZ, 95 21 NROLD, CTOLO C Ll , L=1,5l 
WRITECZ,953l NRNEW, CTNEIHLI ,L=1t51 
K1=K1+1 
- -·-·---- C------ --··- --·-·· ltOO CONTIIfUE 
~~beo~~~~E .. 
--r:.-4""""'5-o -+> 98Laih~r~t~ ("K)----------- ------
c 1------ 500 CONTINUE 
------··-----C--------- ··------998 HR1TECZ,9&01 K1 
c 999 STOP 
·----- --------------
------901--FORHAT Clti5l------------ ----------- ---- ---------
1 
950 FORHATl1H1o10X,~••• FHIIA TlPE ~,IZ,5X,~FILE ~.IZ,SK,~RECO~D ~.IS, 
1~ To ~ I5,ZX~t•••t,llll 
951 FORHAT1t&X,~KECOR0~,11X,~TIHE~t11X,tSTATUS~,/,Z9X,~DA HR HN SC~,/ 
-----------1//1----- - -----· -------------------------952 FORHATl1&X,I5,7X,ZZ,zz,t.t,zz.~.~.zz,t.t,zZ,7X,tSWITCHEO OFFt,l) 
953 FORHATC16Xoi5,7X,Z2 1 Zz,~.~ 1Z2 1 ~.~ 1 zz,~.t,ZZ,7X,~SWITCHEO ON~I 10 954 FORHATC1t6Xo tt.NO OF HL.t. ;;:N~;OUNTtREDt,/) 
----- .. --- .955- F.ORKATct&X oi5,27X,tPARITI' ERROR -ENCOUNTERE0~,/-1 
15 
956 FORHATC16Xoi5,7X,Z2 1 ZZ,t.tizz,t.t,zz1t.t,ZZ,7X,tR::CORD OKt,/1. 957 FORHATC1&X,I5,Z7X,tONLf t, 3,t OF t, 3,t WORDS BUfFERED INt /) 
958 FDRHATC16Xoi5,27X,IZ,t BITS INSTEAD OF t,Iz,~ BITS ARE REHAiNINGt, 
---1/1-------- . . .. -- . -. -··· -··. -- .. .. ------------ ·-9&0 FORHATC///,ZOX,tTHE TOTAL NOo OF SWITCHED OFF IStolS,///1 
~NO 
----------------------------· 
----------------- -··-· ... ----- ···--· -----· ---- ---------------
-------------------------
-------- ... ---·-------- -·· ····-----·--·----------
-----------------------·-----------------------------
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PIICG~AH CALIBR 73/73 OPT=2 FTN 4.8+528 
1 
5 
!0 
15 
20 
25 
30 
35 
'>0 
itS 
so·----
;s 
60 
65 
70 
75 
c 
c 
c 
c 
PI10GRAI1 CALI BP :INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPE, TAPE !=INPUT, TAPE Z=OUTP:.JT, T APE3=1 
1APEI 
15 
20_-
25 
30 
INTEGER HOLDISOOI, DATAI64l, CALIBI&Iol, CHNUMI£:41 9 KTI61ol 
NTCL=20-. -------··- .. 
REA0!1,9C11 NTAPE, NFILE, NRLEN, NCHANN 
REAOI1,9011 NREC1, NREC2, NWANT 
REf>OI1,9011 ICHNUHIIJ ,J=1oNWANTJ ---·· 
WPITE:2,'3501 NTAPEt NFILE, NCHANNt NREClt 
NSCNRC=INRLEN-51/NCHANN 
NDWROS=NRLEN/15- -------
NCHLFT=NRLEN-NOWROS•15 
IF:NCHLFT,NE.Ol GO TO 15 
NWROS=2'"NOWROS GO TO 30 ·-----------------
CCHTINUE 
IF:NCHLFT-81 20, 25o ~5 
NPECZ 
~~Rn~§~NCW~D.:::S_+:.1 ___________ ------------------ ·--------
NWRCS=2'"NOWR0St2 
CONTINUE 
C_ - --- DO 32 ·r-=1-> NWAN'r------------------------ -----------------
CALIB!Il=O 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
32 KT I II=O 
40. 
50 
60"" 
70 
DC 100 I=NREC19 ___ NREC2- ---- --
BUFFER IN 13, 1J IHOL 0111 , HOLD I NWROSll 
IFIUNIT13ll 6,_0~,4~0,~5~0~----­WRITEIZ9'351ol- -
GO TO 998 
WRITE!2,'355) 
GC TO '3'38 CONTINUE"" ----------------------------------------
CALL LENGTHX !3,NW,NUECI 
IFINW,NE.NWROSJ WRITE!2,'357l NW,NWROS 
~;~~~~n; ~ ~~_!-~~~-S-•1_5 +N_C_HL_F_T! ~-.:8:.._ ___ _ 
IF:NUBC.EQ.NSI GO TO 70 
WRITEI2 9 '3581 NUBC, NS GC TO 998 
.. CONTINUE ·-·------------ ----------------
CO 100 K=1o NWANT 
· co 1oo-J=1-,N·scNRc-·--·- ---------------------
NLCC=CHNUM:KI•:J-ti•NCHANN+s 
NWRO=IINLOC-11•81601+1 
NSHF=NlOC•8-IN~C-ll "Go-------··- --- -------- ·-----·· 
OATAIKI=SHIFTIHOlDINWRCl,NSHF"l .AN0.377B 
IFINSHF.EQ.61ol OATA:KI=:SHIFT: :HOLO:NWROI.AN0.17Bl,4ll,QR. ISHIFTI 
c-- 1 HCLO 1 N~~o· p_.!_~~~-o. E~'- __________ . ________ _ 
c 
100 
c 
150 
200 
c 
'3'311 
'301 
'350 
'354 
IFIOATAIKl.GT.1271 OATAIKI=OATAIKI-25& 
IF:IABS:OATA:Kll .LEoNTOLl GO TO 100 CAliE!Kl=CAliBIKl+IA8SIOATAIK11·-····--- -· ---
KTIKl=KTIKl+1 
CONTINUE 
CO 200-I=l,NWA"Nr 
X1=0 • 
----·--· ·--------
IFIKTIIl.EO.Ol GO TO 150 
X1=FLCATICALIB:IlliFLCATIKT!IlJ+,5 CALI!Hil =I FIX IXU -- -- . -. -----------
WRITE!2,'3f:Ol CHNUH!Il, CALIBIII 
STOP FCRI'AT:t&ISI ··------. ------------------· ---------------
FOR~ATI1H1, 2X,~••• FHWA TAPE ~.I2,5X,tFILE t,I2,5X,~CH-NNELS #, 
12oSX,tRECORD toiS,t TO t,Is,zx,t•••t,///1 
~C~MAT:/1/olSX,tENO OF FILE ENCOUNTEREO~o/1/1 
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ao 
PROGRAM CALIBR 731'73 OPT=Z 
'355 
'357 
'358 
9&0 
FO~HAT[/1/,lSX,tPARIT~ EKROR ENCOUNTEQEOt,///1 
FORI'ATI///,15X,tONLY t,IJ,t OF t,I3,t WORDS BUFFERED INt,///l ··-·· 
FORI'ATt///,15XoiZ,t BITS INSTEAD OF t,rz,t BITS ARE REHAININGt 1/l' FO~I'AT11&X,tTHE CALIBRATION CONSTANT FOR CHANNEL t,IZ,t IS t;IJ,/l 
ENC 
. --------------
---------------------------
... -·-·- ---------------------.---------- ------- ------------
' 
--·-·-----------· -------·--- ---- ------------- --··- -------
- -·-· -------
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,,~,M~MH~MMH~MMHMHHHMMM~HMHHHMHHHMHHMHHHHHHMHHHHMHHHHHHHH~HHHHHMHHMHHHHHHHHHMHHH 
1 
25 
30 
35 
50 
ss 
&~ 
E·S 
7~ 
P~OG:U~ STRROG 7317 3 OPT=2 FTN 4,a.s2a 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
PROGRA-M ST RRDG CINPUT, OUTPUT, TAPE, TA PE1= INFUT, TA PE2=0U TP UT, TAP E3 ::1 
1APC:) . . 
INTEGER HOLO!S~Oit TIHE!Sit OATA!64lt CALI8(641o CHHUH(641~ STRAI~ 1!&41, NMAX!!>Io), NHIN!641, ~SHCH!&4lt NRECOM641, NS~!64J 0 ~;YCL1!1G zo, &61, C1CL2! 40,641, NC1C!641 
NR4TE=100 
NT Ol =8 LIHIT=16 ·- ---··-·-
[
00 5 1=1.64 
HilA X! II =-1 DOC 
NMIN!II=O NS-ICH!Il=O 
NCYC !Il=O 
HR!::COrHU=O 5 CONTINUE . . . 
E;~~~H~ii5H~ ---- ---- -------
~~&a I=1J LIHIT 
CYCLtU,1 =N36 
CYCL1!I.21 ::1136+7 
N36=N3&+11 
DO 12 J:3,66 
CYCL1'!I,Jl =0 
12 CONTINUE 
REliO (1,9011 
REA0!1.9021 
- ·--- READU 901J 
READ !1!901 
READ!1,9031 
NTAPE, NFILE, N~LEN, 
NREC1, NREC2t N~ANT, 
lE~~¥gHJ: I;f:~~~~H 
NAME 
NCHANN 
WHEN 
-·-ASSIGN r.o3-TOJUMP2- ··----------· -------
IF!NHANT.EOo11 ASSIGN 1+07 TO JUMP2 
ASSIGN 370 TO JUHP3 
.. __ ...... ______ I~~~a~tij~·f8vSb~~ .. ~~--Ass!GN_ r.oo .ro JU"tfP_~. ________ _ 
c 
------ ·-· 
c 
c 
15 
20 
IF !NAHE.EQ.tSTRAINS~I ASSIGN 800 TO JUHPit 
NSCNP.C=!NRLEN-51/NCHANN 
- rlDWROS::HRLEI'I/15 . . 
NCHLFT=NRLEN-NDIIROS•15 
IF!NCHLFT.NE.OI GO TO 15 
NHROS-=2•NOW~OS 
GO TO 30 
CONT ItiUE 
IF!NCHLFT-81 20{25,25 
~~Rva=§;NOWRDS+ . . 
NWRDS=~•NOWRDS+2 CONTINUE 
.. ----- ··- -----
···rFCI'IAHE.EC.~CYCLES~I GOT~ 35 
WRITE! 2o9501 NTAPE, NFILE, NCHANNo NSCNRC, NRLENo NREC1o NRECZ 
~~IJ~~ 2 ~;~~~~W~~~NUHCLI,L=1,NWANTI 
--··wRITE! 2,9591 
35 CONTINUE 
NSCANS=!CNREC2+1l-NREC1!•NSCNRC 
INC1=NRA TE •WHEN 
IF!IIIC1,UC:.OI GO TO 90 
WRITE( 2o9&2l 
GO TO 998 
90 CONTINUE 
NSTA=NRE'C1 
~------------700 600 M=1,NSCANS,INC1 
751 
I 
c 
NREC=!!H-11/NSCNRCI+NREC1 
NSCN=H-CNREC-NREC1l•NSCNRC 
IF !NREC,LT ,NSTAl GO TO 100 
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PROGRAM STRROG 73173 OPT=2 
00 &J I=NSTA,NREC 
BUFFER IN 13,1) IHOLDUl, HOLOINWROS)) 
IFCUNITI311 60o 40, 50 
WRITE! 2o951tl 
GO TO 998 
~§If& 19hc:l551 
60 CONTINUE 
__ -------- __ -----·· "'STA=NREC+1 H~~~~~~~~~~~oH·~h~~Yct9s7l Nw, NwRos 
~~;~~~9&;ig-CNDWROS•15+NCHLFTI•8 
--- ------------ IF !NUBC.EQ.N5) GO TO 70 
WRITE( 2o'i158l NUBC, NS 
GO TO 9'l8 
70 CONTINUE 95 . 
C 00 75 L=1,5 C~ TIHEILI=SHIFTIHOLD11lo8•Ll.AN0.3778 
-1-------- ------ ASSIGN 380 TO JU~P 
100 100 CONTINUE 
c 
N2=1 . 
FTN '+.8+528 
------ ---F-2~o~~8H~uR l~~~~~scN-~l•NciiANN+s . . 
LOS NWRD= IINLOC-11 4 8/601+1 
NS-HF = NLOC• 8- INWRD-11• 6 0 
-4--------- DATA CNZI =SHIFT CHOLO INWROI, NSHF! ,AND ,3778 . 
IF INSHF _..r;a 16r.l DATA IH21 =!SHIFT !IHDL!HNWROI oAN0.17BI,Itll.OR. (SHIFT HOLOIN,Ku• r,41.AH0,1781 l10 ZOO N2=N2~1 
c;---------------- ------------ ---. . -------
~oo 300 K:t,NWANT l IFCDATACKI.GTo1271 OATACKI=DATAIKI-256 X1=FLOATIOATAIKII/FLOATICALIBCKII 4 100o us·------- ---- ···x2=ABSIK11 +,5 
125 
Joo ~iR~t~~~~~I~i~,~31 
-1---------(! ______ G8 T8 .. JUHP3 1370 40 01 -
120 370 G T JUMP 1380,!901 
380 ~Hf~~ J4~5f& ~fiA~' ITIHEILl,L=t.Sl, NSCN, lSTRAilHHI,N=1,NWANTI 
--r----- GO TO ltOO 
3c:IO WRITE! 2,c:l60l NSCN, ISTRAININI,N=1,NWANH 
ltOO CONTINUE 
c 
------··r··-
13o r.o1 ~g l8 :itl~~~ ltB:fHl ~4-----------r.o3 NSUH=O 
~sgu~~~A~SfS~~:~~IKll+NSUH 
Lr.os coNr INUE 
13;- -------------- IFINSUH EQ.ol· GC TO 800. 
ltQ7- CONTINUE 
1 ltQ 
145 
150 
___ ..::.c_~ 
~ DO 600 L=1,NWANT 
lt10 
1t25 
It 50 
~~~~~~X~h~t;:Et:hHi~rl?,'-~o TD r.to 
NHAXILI=STRAINILI 
NRECONILI=NREC 
GO TO 600 
CONTINUE 
IFISTRAINILl+NTOL,GT,NHAXCLII GO TO 600 
NHINILl=STRAINILI 
'lSWCHILl=1 
GOT0600 'F 
IFISTRAINILI 'GJ NHitHLll GO TO lt50 CONTINUE ·~"" ' 
NHI''HU =ST RA Ll 
GO TO 600 
CONTfNUi; 
IFIS RALNILl-NTOLoLT,NHINILll GQ TO 600 
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.55 
.6~ 
.65 
.70 
P OGRt.H STRROG 73173 OPT=2 
NSRILl=I~HAXILI•NHIHILll r-:----'>~~~~~~~~;:d?~~CL21N,Lil r;o TO 550 
IF!N.EQ.39l GO TO 540 N11= N+2 
-··-·-·-1<=3'1 -
00 530 J=N11,3'l,2 
CrCL21KoLI =CYCL2 I IK-21 ,LI 
-i~~~~IIK+1ltll=CYCL211K•11oll 
530 CONTINUE 
540 CTCL21N,LI=NSRILI . 
CYCL211H+ti,Ll=HRECOHILI 
- -----GO TO 560 
550 CONTINUE 
560 CONTINUE 
NCYCILI=NCYCILI+1 
.. ·----·-NROW=NSRIL I /NTOL 
CYCL11NROW,L+21=CYCL11NROW,L+21+1 NHAXILI=STRAINILI 
I'IRECONlLI=NREC 
NSWCHILl=O 
.C600 CONT LNUE 
FTN 4, 8+528 
L---------800 CONTINUE 
.ao-----c--- ·· ·- ·- ···· 
l85 
l90 
IF INAHE.EQ. ~STRAINS~! GO TO 9q5 
~RITEI 2~'1501 NTAPE, NFILE, NCHANN, NSCNRC, NRLEN, NREC1, NREC2 HR TEI2o':!701 
--WRITE I z, q71 I -I CH~UH Ill , L=l, NWANT I 
WRITE 12r9721 INCYC Ill ,L:t,NWANTI 
ARITEI2l9591 ~00 825 :t,LIHIT 
-l825 ~UH~5;~H, ICY~~~~~.~I.J=1,N621 
-----------------~~tt£~~:~~{1-cCHNUHILI ,L:t,NWANTI 
L95 
WRITE12o9591 N4 0=1 
-~~~flE"12o 97 r.r N'+O!_- I CYCL21I, Jl, J: 1,_NWANT) H... E12,•H5j ICYl;L21 II+1l,Jl 1 J=1,NWANTI WRITE 12o'H6 r oo a5o I=1o39,2 I'IC.O=Hit0+1 ?on------- 850 CONTINUE ·--·--- .. -··· . - . 
c 998 STOP 
c 
·----c-At:L"FO~'!AT SHTEHENTS,. 
981 FO~'!ATI16I51 
9 2 FORHATI3IS,F5.QI 
903 FORHATCA7l 
----------gso·--FDRHATI1H1,24X,J<••• FHWA TAPE l't I2oC.Xo ltFIL! lt, I2oi+Xol'CHANHEt:S '• I 
1 1 ~X,tSCANS/RECOR0 l'ti3,C.X,tRECORO LENGTH t,I4,2K,t•••t,//,57X,~RE luRO 1',!5,1' TO 1',!5 9 /l///1 ?10 
-
_______ 951 FO~HATI1X 1 ~RECOR0~,6X,tTI"Et~5X,tSCANJ<,20X 1 tSTRAIN R~AOINGS I U~ 
··--ns = H!CRo IN/IN l I OUTt-UT RATE = J<,F ,, z, 1< SEC I lt I .. -
953 FORHATI/,9X,J<OA HR HH SCt,6X,3122I5 9 / 0 27Xll 951t FDRHAfi/// 9 15X,J<ENO OF THE FILE ENCOUNTERECJ<,///1 2.~1~5 ___________ 955 FORHATI//1,15X,tPARITY ERROR ENCOUNTEREOt,///1 
95o-FDRHATI tx;rs ,2X, Z2, Z2, ¥-. J,Z2, ~. J, Z2, J,J<, Z2 ,2 X, 13 .tx, 31 22IS,/, 27X I ~57 FDRHATI/11,15X,,ONLY t,t3 0 1' OF t,IJ,t WORDS SUFFERED INt,///1 ~5& FORHATI///,1SX,I2ol< BITS INSTEAD OF 1',!2,1' SITS ARE REHAINING,,/1 959 FORIIATI//1 zzo----··-· '360- FORHAT!23X,I3,1X,3122I5rlo27Xll 
'362 F8RHATI//1,15X 1 J<OO LOOP fNC~EHE~T IS ZERO , INFINITE LOOP~i///1 970 F RIIATII+OX,tCYl;LES Pt:R S RAIN RANGES !STRAIN RANGES ARE H CP.C I~. 1INI1'1 
·----··· 97! FOR'IAT!I,tr.X,tCHANN~LS :;t,2X 3122IS,/,27Xll 
22$ 972 FF8RHATII, 3X~JTOTAL NO. OF Cr~LES =J~2XJ3122I5,/,27XII 973 ~!'1ATI1JX,IJ,lt • Joi3t 5X,31~2I5o/o2rXI 
·---- ----- ~~~ ~g~~H1H~: HhH;;!~H~r'' 27 x 11 
230 976 FOR'tHI I 977 t2~11AT!//////////,48X,t2D HOST ~AX, STRAIN RANGES AND LOCATIONStl 
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